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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Citrus Development Company, Ltd. 

Citrus Growers' Association, Ltd., established 1944 

Citrus Processing Company, Ltd. 

European Economic Co11111UI1ity 

International Standards Organization 

Jamaica Promotions Corporation 
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Planning Institute of Jamaica 

Strategic Management Group 
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CC>fPfENTS BY THE BACKSTOPPING OFFICER 
OF THE PROJECT 

Messrs. R. Hople) and W. Ennen were recruited as short-term 
consulta~ts in order to develop a strategic plan and advise the Citrus 
Grovers' Association with regard to the establishment of working 
linkages and cooperation aaong Jamaica's fruit grovers, processors and 
exporters. 

The experts' report contains practical reco..-endations for the 
forthcoming implementation period of Jamaica's citrus industry's 
modernization progr&m1e. Based on the experts' reco..-endations a 
special 2 days seminar took place at the Citrus Growers' Association 
for interested parties at the beginning of Karch 1992. 
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ABSTRACT 

Professor Robert Hopley of Hopley & Associates and the University 
of Massachusetts and William Ennen of the Dcnahue Institute for 
Government Services at the University of Massachusetts collaborated on 
an interventj0n in the citrus industry sector of Jamaica. This 
consisted of: 

1. analyzing the situation of Citrus Grower's Association (CGA) 

2. analyzing the capabilities of JAMPRO to assist 

3. developing alternative intervention processes 

4. discussing these alternatives with the significant decision 
makers and potential participants at both JAMPRO and CGA 

S. gaining acceptance that a st~ategic management group {SHG) 
consisting of CGA board members, it's subsidiary Jamaica Citrus 
Grower's {JCG) executives and JAMPRO personnel should be formed to 
initiate a strategic management process in the first quarter of 1992 

6. assisting in selecting the participan~s 

7. educating this group in the strategic management process 

8. designing and conducting the kick-off and first strategic 
planning meeting to discuss th~ mission, g~als and objectives of CGA 

9. defining the process for staff work and getting all teams to 
develop work plans for the internal and external environment assessment 
stage. Their job description is reproduced in Annex I. 

One measure of the success of the project is that the SMG 
aggressively adopted a work schedule for themselves that was slightly 
faster than that bc:ng proposed by the consultants. Also, after the 
expiration of this contract, CGA and JAMPRO have paid for the return of 
Professor Hopley to assist in the strategy formalisation and 
implementation planning stages. This activity is a focus of 
considerable interest and commitment by the SMG and it may not be too 
soon to identify this as a critical turning point ir~ the future o! the 
Jamaican Citrus and Dairy industries. 

The second significant objective was to demonstrate to JAMPRO 
personnel the fundamental role played by the strategic plan in 
providing direction to all business improvement at the industry and 
company level. This has been achieved up to the Senior Director Level 
in the Agriculture & Agro-Industries Otfice, and also the Technical 
Assistance, Industry Modernisation and Design Centre. It is the 
consultants' opinion that JAMPRO ought to be responsible for and 
capable of providing strategic management assistance t~om within their 
own ranks on a routine basis rather than needing otf-island 
consultants. There are three alternative recommendations on how this 
might be achieved within this report. 

This work would have been impossible without the c0nprehensive 
support of Mr. John Wilson, 011 assignment from U!JIDO/UNDP to JAMPRO. 
His thoroughness and attention to detail set the stage upon which we 



have all acted. Hr. N~rman Prendergast, Mr. Lennox Picart, and Ms. 
Kathleen Goldson of JA~.PRO have also played very significant roles. 
With the addition of Hr. Aaron Parke of JAHPRO they will have even more 
to do in the future support of CGA. 

Finally I would like to extend my pe~sonal thanks to Ms. Hope 
Brown in particular, and other secretarial and other administrative 
support personnel of JAMPRO, who have been consistently efficient and 
friendly. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Mr William Ennen (18 days) and Professor Robert Hopley (24 days) 
each had split contracts to improve the Jamaican citrus industry. The 
private entity chosen to effect this change was CGA, and a flexible 
schedule of joint on-site visits to achieve the objective were planned. 
Ennen did the initial data gathering and preliminary analysis of 
alternative interventions on his first visit in Sept/Oct 1991. In 
Oct/Nov both consultants then further analyzed and discussed the data 
and developed the primary recommendation of introducing a strategic 
management proc~ss to CGA to be significantly supported by JAMPRO. 

While in Kingston on another rr.ission in Nov/Dec 1991, Hopley · 
gained the separate acceptances of the two key sponsors, Mr. Ivan Hope 
Tomlinson, Chairman of CGA, ano Mr. Norman Prendergast, Group Director 
of the Agriculture and Agro-Industries office of JAMPRO. Mr. Winston s. 
Gooden, Vice President of Production and Promotion at JAMPRO was also 
supportive of the mission. It was still unclear at this time whether 
the two groups could form an effective working relationship. 

On return to Kingston Jan 1st 1992. Hopley gained the joint 
acceptance of Prendergast and Tomlinson of a combined process. Hopley 
then o~ganised the selection of members of the SMG from within the two 
organisations, and interviewed all of the participants, with the 
exception of Mr. Yrank Weir, who was drafted to the group at the CGA 
board meeting on 1/9/92 that approved the adoption of the process. 

On Monday 1/20/92 the initial strategic planning meeting was 
jointly run by the consultants who then spent the rest of the week 
assisting the eight teams that it was decided were needed to do the 
staff work to analyze both the external environment facing CGA and its 
internal strengths and weaknesses. The next step is for the SMG to 
share this information at their planned retreat on 2/28/92. On 2/29/92 
the SMG will then be ready to adopt appropriate corporate, business and 
functional level strategies to guide the implementation phase. 

The process is adapted from several sources, but is close to that 
outlined in the book, Strategic Management Theory: An Integrated 
Approach by Charles Hill & Gareth Jones, published in 1989 by 
Houghton-Mifflin, ISBN 0-395-52369-9. 

2. Report Organisation 

Embedded in this total report is that of Mr. William Ennen, but a 
stand-alone copy of Ennen's report has also been made available. 

Ennen's report covers best the initial assessment and the planning 
activities during the Joint time on site of the two consultants in the 
week of January 19th-24th. Hopley's report covers the team accepatance 
and formation activities undertaken partly in November 1991 and mostly 
between January 1st and 11th 1992, and tl1e philosophy behind and 
description of the strategic management process. 
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The recommendations section is the joint work of both consultants. 

3. The Strategic Management Process 

There is ample res~arch now available that demonstrates that those 
organisations with a formal business planning process outperform those 
without plans. In particular, if no strategic direction for an 
enterprise exjsts there is a strong possibility that individual 
activities that look beneficial at a particular point in time may 
become irrelevant and/or wasteful as the sitliation facing the 
enterprise changes in predictable ways. Thinking about and planning for 
the future is common sense. Unfortunately there are many impediments in 
most normal enterprises, and those that. have been declining in long 
term performance have most of them. 

A lean management team often means executives focus entirely on 
day-to-day operations. Inappropriate past decisions become enshrined in 
•the way we do things". Shortage of cash limits resources for 
investment in new products, processes and markets. overall an 
enterprise undergoing contraction tends to focus too much on internal 
issues. 

3.1. Any strategic process is only as good as the freedom of the 
individuals involved. There is a danger in hierarchies that the tough 
questions do not get asked. This was circumvented by having JAMPRO 
personnel and CGA board members involved. In this case both required 
convincing about the good will and competence ot the other 
organisation, so the willingness to ask hard questions of each other 
was apparent. 

3.2. Participants from the board level, or outsiders, may not 
know enough about the internal operations of the enterprise. This is 
tackled by having line managers from CGA, JCG and CDC Ltd in the SMG. 

3.3. There is a danger of excluding strong internal critics from 
the process, which undermines the credibility of the results. This was 
avoided by the inclusion of newer board members with strong opinions 
about what they would like to see in the future. 

3.4. The process must be owned by the enterprise and supported 
by the outside participants. Four board members each volunteered to 
take responsibility for running the overall process. Mr. Ken Newman 
finally got the nod from the SMG. Also all eight topic specific teams 
were led by CGA, JCG or CDC Ltd. personnel with JAMPRO support a~ 
suitable. 

3.5. For the decisions to be the best Lhe enterprise is capable 
of, it is essential that all SMG members be brought to a sirn~lar state 
of understanding at the conclusion of the data gath~ring and analysis 
stage. For the later stages of action plan development, communication 
and implementation all SMG members need to understand the hasis on 
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which choices were made so they genuinely support the direction taken. 

3.6. In this particular instance, since there are several 
thousand interested growers who need to understand and support the 
future success of CGA and it's subsidiaries, a comprehensive 
communication process is strongly recommended. 

3.7. When the implementation plans are developed it is expected 
that they will form the basis for a "management by objectives" 
approach, where each plan objective is owned and delegated either in 
whole or in part throughout CGA and it's subsidiaries. It must be 
underst4)od and accepted that this may involve the addition or shifting 
of resolC'ces within the total enterprise. 

3.8. Because 6f the size and imF~rtance of CG~ and it's role in 
the Jamaican citrus industry it is likely that benefiting this 
enterpris~ will involve serious contribution by the Jamaican public 
sector. JAMPRO's participation here is expected to be substantive, as 
well as advisory, and a lot depends upon the involvement of 
Prendergast, Picart and Mr. Aaron Parke and their ability to influence 
the rest of JAMPRO and other public bodies. Specifically, additional 
land and investment money for a core farm may be needed for the 
€nterprise to be able to continue to protect the small grower. 
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I. REPORT BY ROBERT HOPLEY 
---~-----------------

This sec~ion chronicles the meetings and other act?vities of 
Hopley i~ Novemb~r 1991 and the first January 1S9~ site visit relative 
to the CGA strat~gic management intervention. The second January site 
visit is covered by Ennen. 

1. Novemher Visit 

Although not included in this contract, I was on site in KingEton 
on the Scott's productivity contract and managed to fit various 
activities related to the CGA intervention in without detriment to the 
Scott's intervention. 

1.1. Sunday 11/24/91 

Discussed o~tline of plans with Wilson and confirmed that I needed 
meetings with Tomlinson, Chairman of CGA and Prendergast, Group 
Director of Agriculture and Agro-industries at JAMPRO, and Mr. Cristian 
Gillen, Caribbean Regional Director of UNIDO, to discuss the 
recommended strategic management process. The implications of the 
recommended process a::e aln.ost as meaningful for JAMPRO as for CGA. 

1.2. Monday 11/25/91 

At the 9:00 JAMPRO Scott's briefing I made it clear to both Ms. 
Valerie Veira, Senior Director of the Technical Assistance, Industry 
Modernisation and De5ign c~,tre and Prendergast that I would be trading 
a little time between November·and January; and explained how I 
intended meeting the objectives for each intervention. This was 
cautiously accepted by both. 

At 14:00 I had a meeting with Wilson, Goldson and Tomlinson. My 
chief objectives at this meeting were to: 

- identify this effort as a continuation of the initial analysis 
of Ennen. 

- propose a strategic management process for CGA which would 
involve several members of JAMPRO in addition to CGA participants 

- gather additional background information about CGA and its 
subsidiaries 

- establish a good working relationship with Tomlinson 
- establish under what conditions Tomlinson would endorse such a 

proposal 

Success was excellent on the first three meeting objectives, 
satisfactory on the fourth and promising but not conclusive on the 
last( See AppPndix 10 for information on CGA). Tomlinson was skeptical 
about t~~ motives and abilities of JAMPRO, and I worked to reassure him 
on these points. However before he would be prepared t'1 forward 
information to the board, Tomlinson wanted my assur<i11ce t•1at I thought 
key personnel at JAMPRO were really committed. I r~quested time to talk 
to JAMPRO personnel and arranged to meet Toml inso11 again on Thursday 
ll/2A/91 to report my findings. 

1.3. Wednesd~ 11/27/91 
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Met with Wilson, Picart and Prende~gast at 17:30. My meeting 
objectives were to: 

- explain the planned CGA intervention proces3 completely to the 
two key potential participants from JAMPRO 

- explore what information, beliefs and opinions they had relating 
to CGA and the development of citrus in Jamaica 

- determine who, if anyone, should lead JAMPRO close involvement 
estimate their time available and commitment tc play such a role 

Results were ac;:eptable on all four objectives. The management 
capability of CGA was not highly regarded and this had prompted the 
department to go along with a recommendation assigning considerable 
land for a western Jaffiaica citrus integrated enterprise to the Jamaican 
National Commercial Bank and a Californian citrus producer. Several 
other opinions on the effectiveness of CGA appeared at odds with the 
data gathered by Ennen, but recognition of the responsibility and 
readiness to assist was clearly stated several times by Prendergast. We 
agreed that leadership of the JAMPRO team had to come from 
Prendergast's level or above, and Prendergast undertook to arrange a 
meeting with Mr. Winston S Gooden, Vice President of Production and 
Promotions at JAMPRO. Time available would depend.upon the priority 
given to this by JAMPRO. 

1.4. Thursday 11/28/91 

Met alone with Tomlinson at 14:30 with the folloNing objectives: 
- report on meeting with Prendergast and my conclusions 
- learn more CGA's history and present business 
- continue developing an understanding of Tomlinson and his goals 

for CGA 
- explain how additional outside staff resources might be 

available through UWI and others 
- gain acceptance that this was "worth trying" 

I quickly explained my points and spent most of the time 
questioning Tomlinson about CGA. I came away tremendously impressed at 
Tomlinson's life-long commitment and work on behalf of the small citrus 
grower. I learned a great deal about CGA and it's hist0ry. Tomlinson 
decided this strategic management process may be what he has been 
seeking to set CGA on a growth path that would extend beyond his 
retirement and that he would reco~mend it to the 
board. 

At 16:00 I met with Gillen face-to-face for the first time, since 
travelling schedules had previously interfered. Wilson and Mr. Kimme 
Kartano UNIDO JPO, were also present. My objectives for the meeting 
were to: 

- explain progress on the Scott's intervention, the primary task 
of the visit 

- discuss next steps at Scotts and the dissemination objective 
- outline the CGA process and progress 
- establish a good working relationship between us 

All of the8e objectives were 5atisfied, but doubt was expressed 
about the potential outcomes ot the CGA process. from my perspective 
the CGA process was g0ing classically wc>l l. M,1ny pr>nplr> with dout>ts 
about the commitment and cr)mpetence of the others werr! 11onr>th<>lcss 
going ahead. This satisfies the requirement tt1at to he of any use a 
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strategic intervention has to be the opposite of "easy come, easy go": 

At 18:00 I met with Gooden, Prendergast, Veira and Wilson. My 
objectives were to: 

- explain the extensive potential impact of the proposed 
intervention upon JAMPRO, CGA and many small citrus growers in 
Jawaica 

- gain either Gooden's decision to join ~he process himself or 
endorse Prendergast's participation 

- express my belief that JAMPRO ought to have resources constant!} 
available on the island to make strategic interventions 

These objectivP.s were met and Prendergast's lead role was 
endorsed. There was some concern about the meeting of the Scott's 
objectives at the same time, but I did not think this would be a 
proble111. 

1.5 Activities between visits 

Letters were sent to Tomlinson and Prendergast about possible 
organisational activities in December and some early January meetings, 
but these turned out to be unrealistic since insufficient understanding 
and acceptance of the process had been generated in the November trip. 
I was also informed of the severe cash flow problems at CGA going into 
the harvest season, and there was some nervousness at JAMPRO and CGA 
about this being a serious short-teem turnaround situation where it 
might be impossible to focus energy on the long haul. 

2 First January Visit 

Hopley arrived in Kings~on on January 1st 1992 and had a va~iety 
of meetings between then and January 11th 1992. The main objectives for 
the two January visits were to get the process started, form the SMG, 
conduct the first SMG session and set up the internal and external 
research teams. All of this was achieved with the additional bonus that 
the teams all completed work plans by January 24th. This section 
outlines the objectives and results of the meetings in the first 
January visit. Gold so:; and Picart assisted with a 11 arrangemP.nts for 
the first two days until Wilson rrturned from vacation on the fifth of 
January. 

Meetings in the second half of January are best covered in Ennen's 
report. 

2.1 Thursday 1/2/92 

At 10:00 I met with Tomlinson, Prendergast, Picart and Goldson at 
the King£ton headqJarters of CGA. My meeting objectives were: 

- to have both Tomlinson and Prendergast express to each other the 
support within their organisations for this joint planning process 

- to decide to proceed as recommended 
- ~o outline the team formation process 
- to gciin input on team membership and to raise the team 

leadership issue 
- to continue to build my base of knowledge about CGA and JAMPRO 

All meeting objectives were met. The critical issui:> concerning 
recent past relationships between the two organisations came clearly 
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into the open and was dealt with satisfactorily. Until this issue was 
dispensed with there really had not been an agreement to proceed. A 
meeting on January 9th between members of JAMPRO and the full board of 
CGA was scheduled. JAMPRO was to make a presentation about past 
relationships and the present proposal, assisted by Hopley. Also 
Tomlinson and Prendergast undertook to schedule certain meetings for me 
with possible team members in the following week. 

At 16:00 met with Gillen and Kartano to discuss with them the 
activities for January regarding both Scotts and CGA. My meeting 
objectives were to: 

- outline planned January activities for both myself and Ennen 
- understand the priorities placed by Gillen on these activities 
- further explore the UNIDO philosophy behind development 

All meeting objectives were met, but it was apparent that there 
remained some skepticism about the ability of CGA and JAMPRO to 
substantially reverse the long term underlying downward trend to the 
Jamaican citrus industry. 

2.2 Friday 1/3/92 

At 8:00 met with Dr. Mark Smith at the Kingston USAID offices. My 
meeting objectives were to: 

- describe the CGA process 
· - discuss possible USAID involvement lnd funding that may be 

available for the external research teams 

It was confirmed that US ~aw currentiy discourages assistance to 
non-US citrus activities, although some flexibility may exist in 
diversification projects, such as guava or passion fruit. Information 
was also provided about othe~ agancies and contacts. Subsequently the 
pace of events in the process has prevented further moves towards 
seeking outside assistance, but this needs to be reconsid~red during 
the implementation stage in primary product, process, market or 
packaging research & development. 

At 9:30 Picart and I met with Mr. Desmond Duval, Marketing 
Director for both JCG aud CDC Ltd. at the Newport West distribution 
facility. At 10:15 we were joined by Mr. Ke~neth Garfield, the newly 
appointed geneLal manager of CDC Ltd and it's factory at May Pen. My 
meeting objectives were to: 

- understand the situation of CGA, JCG and CDC Ltd from the 
perspectives of two senior executives 

- explain the process and role of the SMG 
- gain their support for the process 
- invite them to be members of the SMG 
- build relationships between all attendees 
- state the goal of having CGA board acceptance of the process and 

endorsement of the SMG members at the 1/9/92 meeting 
- give copies of the first two chapters of the Hill & Jones 

ma~erial 
All objectives were met and a great deal of information and 

insight about the potential for the dairy side of CDC Ltd's operations 
was· provided. Both executives had previous experience with strategic 
planning at other organisations and were enthusiastic about joining th~ 
effort. 
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At 15:30 Picart and I met at the Bog Walk factory of JCG with Mr. 
Victor Nugent, Gr~~p General Manager for JCG and CDC Ltd and the 
presently inactive Caribbean Preserving Co., and Mr. c. v. Bent, Vice 
Chairman of CGA. ~y initial meeting objectives were the same as at th~ 
meeting with Duval/Garfield. This was a critical meeting since there 
was widespread concern about the extent of cooperation that would be 
forthcoming from Nugent as he is the senior operating officer. After 
carefully listening to my presentation, Nugent then made it clear that 
he was eager to support the process as it would provide him impco~ed 
direction for his •management by objectives• program. 

Additional objectives were to: 
- tour the factory 
- discuss issue ~f appropriate leadership for this process 

Both of these objectives were achieved and Bent volunteered to 
riscuss the process leadership issue with the other CGA board members 
who agreed to serve on the SMG. 

2.3 Sunday 1/5/92 

Met with Wilson at 11:00 to outline progress made and to discuss 
objectives and scheduling for the following week. Continued discussions 
about the composition of project teams that would be needed in late 
January through March. 

2.4 Tuesday 1/7/92 

At 8:00 met with Prendergast and Dr. Ian Whittaker, an at-large 
board member of CGA, with the general objeetives expressed for the 
Duval/Garfield meeting above and also to explore Whittaker's readiness 
to act as the SMG leader. The meeting was generally.successful but 
there may be some conflicts between Whittaker's consulting activities 
and the leadership assignment. 

2.5 Wednesday 1/8/92 

At 12:00 met at the Jobson farm in Linstead with Mrs Scharlie 
Jobson, a relatively new CGA board member, and Wilson. This meeting was 
scheduled as the result of the remarks of several CGA and JAMPRO 
personnel relating to the probing questions Jobson had been asking of 
CGA at recent board meetings. The objectives for the meeting were as 
for the Duval/Garfield meeting with the added objective of considering 
Jobson for the potential process leadership assignment. 

All objectives w~re fully met, with Jobson agreeing to serve on 
the SMG if requested at the next day's board meeting. Unfortunately a 
blocked road when leaving the farm delayed us sufficiently so th~t a 
15:00 scheduled meeting at Bog Walk with Mr. Kenneth Newman, another 
CGA board member, was missed. 

2.6 Thursday 1/9/92 

Attended the board meeting of CGA at Bog Walk at 14:30 to support 
Prendergast's presentation concerning JAMPRO's intentions. Goldson, 
Picart and Wilson from JAMPRO were also in attendance. Jobson asked the 
point-blank question about the Hestern citrus issue and this was 
discussed and agreement reached "to bury the hatchet". I tt1en presented 
with the following objectives: 
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- to describe the strategic management process to the complete 
board 

- to gain approval of the CGA ~oard to conduct the process 
- to select and approve the SMG membership 
- to schedule the first strategic management session 
- to distribute "homework" questions and chapters 

3/4 of Hill & Jones 
- to agree that ownership of the process had to reside within CGA 
- to gather further data on the SHG leadership issue 

The meeting went extremely well, characterised by candid and 
knowledgeable discussion on all matters raised. A great deal of new 
information was shared with contributions coming from all sides. Monday 
January 20th was set aside for the first session. Hr. frank Weir was 
persuaded by other board members to join the process because of his 
extensive financial experience. A gap in SMG knowledge of dairy matters 
was recognized. The homework questions immediately began to stimulate 
thoughts about the situation facing CGA. It was agreed that Hopley 
would recommend to Tomlinson on the SMG leadership issue after meeting 
with Mr. Kenneth Newman, who had been unable to attend the board 
meeting, the following day. All four board members involved had agreed 
to this process. 

This meeting continued the perfect "copybook" nature of this 
process. 

2.7 Friday 1/10/92 

Met at 1O:00 at Bog Walk with Bent, ·Wilson and two field off ice rs 
of CGA. This meeting had been requested by Wilson and I attended to 
build my knowledge about CGA. I was surprised tha~ the field outreach 
efforts were so small, having appreciably declined in recent years. 
This was now more of a problem because of a resurgence of interest in 
citrus growing evidenced after the 1988 Hurricane Gilbert, which 
devastated many other crops, but left citrus relatively unscathed. The 
extensive information shared here was to be fed into the field outreach 
project team to be formed after the first SMG meeting. 

At 13:00 finally managed to meet with Newman and Wilson with the 
same objectives as the ouval/Garf ield somewh~t modified by the boards 
decision the previous day. Objectives were met and I decided to 
recommend Newman to Tomlinson as the SMG leader. All board members 
would have been able to do the task, but the difficult final decision 
was influenced by Whittaker's consultant role, 82nt's vice chairmanship 
and perceived closeness to Tomlinson, and Jobson's remote location an~ 
difficult communication links. 

At 16:00 I debriefed with Gillen, Wilson and Kartano where the 
progress of both the Scott's and CGA projects was discussed and Gillen 
requested that an invitation for himand Kartano to attend the 1/20/92 
meeting be obtained. This was later done. 
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II. REPORT BY WILLIAM ENNEN 

ABSTRACT 

Otj:ctive: 
In coordination with a Professor Robert Hopley, assist the AgnH=ood Processing Unit staff within 

Jamaica Promotions OAMPRO). JAMPRO, the primary economic development agency in Jamaica, is 

responsible for providing a broad anay of assistance to Jamaican business and industry. Professor 

Hopley and I provided expertise in managemen~ planning and productivity to JAMPRO in general, 

and Otrus Growers' Association (CGA) spedfically. 

Duration: 

18 day split mission: 7 days Jamaica (9/28/91 to 10/5/91); 3 days US.A. (Oct/Nov '91); 6 days 

Jamaica (1/19/92 to 1/24/92); 2 days USA Oan/Feb '92) 

Project Desaiption: 

The goal of this consulting intervention is to-advise/assist UNIOO/JAMPRO to enhance the export 
capability of the Jamaican citrus industry. 1he object of the September site visit was to conduct an 

assessment of CGA.. (a a;mplex organization representing 10,000 growers and operating various 

processing facilities) especially its ability to provide the leadership and management required to 

compete more effectively in world markets, and to assess JAMPRO's capability to act as resource to 

CGA through an Agro-Food Processing UniL The resulting data and reoonunendations gathered &om 

the site visit have been utilized by Professor Robert Hopley, the lead consultant, and myself, to design 

and deliver on-site assistance in strategic planning. 

Interim Conclusions and Recommendations: 

Interviews throughout the private and public sector, the review of a wide variety of documents, and 

site visits to citrus processing facilities suggested that the expansion of domestic production for export 

markets would require new leadership from both the private and public seceor in order to overcome 

a wide range of obstacles to effective exporting. Increased access to significant export markets (e.g., 

EEO will require the development and application of public sector expertise to private sector 

experience in food production and processing. Subjects like regulatory compliance (e.g., ISO 

standards), packaging, marketing and processing are all important to effective export programs. These 

dynamic topics require a -~iverse set of skills and expertise, suggesting that comprehensive 

management and planning will be critical to this development effort. 
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It. was my finding that between the public and private sector there exists the aptitude and intere..t to 

compete effectively, but that there is insufficient coordination aaoss the two domains. Therefore, it 

was reconunended that a joint strategic planning process, between JAMPRO and CGA, be designed 

and implemented commencing with the November 1991 visit of Professor Robert Hopley to Kingsto~ 

Jamaica. It is intended that this recommendation lead to a completely different working relationship 

between the public and private sector such that each party realizes their particular role with ~anf 

to the conunon goal, and that it become second nature that each should be involved in L~ other's 

planning and resource allocation processes. 

Final Outcomes and Concluding Observations: 

My responsibility in the second half of this split mission was to assist Professor Robert Hopley with 

the CGA strategic: planning meetings in which JAMPRO representatives were active members. In 
additi~ I delivered a two hour seminar at JAMPRO headquarters titled: ·Organization of Small 

Fmns for Sector ImprovemenL • 
All aspects of the planning process were fully engaged. Innovative leadership and facilitation aspects 

were implemented and coordinated. Upon departure we could point to: having initiated a strategic 

planning process for CG.A, a process in which JAMPRO is an active participant; having achieved 

consensus that a two day retreat be convened within six weeks; having initiated and delegated 

assignments to eight topic specific teams, having every team hold initial meetings to develop work 

plans; and, arranged to have Professor HoP.ley return to assist_ at the retreat at the shared expense of 

CGA and JAMPRO. 

There was active agreement among all parties to the process (CGA board members, employees and 

JAMPRO participants) that the reconunendations and implementation efforts successfully initiated a 

strategic planning p'Wess for CGA and, more importantly in some respects, formed a new working 

partnership between the res~ve public sector and private sector organizations. 
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This is the final report of William Ennen. University of Massachusetts, Donahue Institute 

working in coordination with Professor Robert Hopley, Hopley and Associates. This report covers all 

activities related to an eighteen day split mission in Kingston. Jamaica. My first day of on-site 
consulting commenced on October 5, 1991. My second on-site visit began on 1/19/92. 

All consulting efforts have 
been provided in conjunction with Professor Robert Hopley the lead consultant in this effort. 

The development and application of public sector business expertise to private sector settings 

has become a common aspect of economic: developmenL Typically this assistance has been focused 
on large and medium sized businesses because organizations of this size often mirror the bureauaacy 

which is providing the service. Professor Hopley and I frequently work together on the application 

of specialized expertise to medium and small sized firms which rarely benefit from such assistance. 

While Professor Hopley focuses attention on manufacturing management. I spend more time evaluating 
management strengths and weaknesses within and across the public and private sectors. Subsequently, 

while Professor Hopley's remnunenJations often focus on the firm or part of the firm, I will focus 

on a firm, an industry sector or a related public sector agency. 

The general goal of this mission is to induce greater export activity from the Jamaican citrus 

industry by focusing public resources on private enterprises. - A concerted effort has been made to 

establish food production. processing and export expertise within JAMPRO, the Jamaican government's 

principal economic development agency. Mr. John Wilson, a experienced agro-food engineer, posted 
to JAMPRO by UNIDO/UNDP, has been assisting with the development of "in house" food processing 
and packaging expertise. Professor Hopley, an expert in industrial management, was retai.ned to 

advise on improving productivity at the factory level. In assisting Professor Hopley, I have focused 

on: 1.) assessing the "readiness" of the private sector to pursue new markets; 2.) assessing the ability 

of the public sector to service these private sector efforts; 3.) making reconunendations to Professor 

Hopley for a strategic planning intervention; 4.) assisting Professor Hopley in the planning, delivery 

and management of the actual planning sessions; and, 4.) delivering a seminar at JAMPRO offices on 

the utilization of sector specific: strategies for economic: development. 

Mr. Wilson has provided integral coordination and background information throughout all of 
my efforts. 

Annex 11 to this report is a list of reports utili2.ed throughout this mission. 

Many of these reports were of a technical nature and as such were not inunediately applicable to my 

efforts. Nonetheless, each one was distinctly useful. 

During the first half of the split mission I collected data and observations, and to made 
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recorunendations to Professor Hopley h! preparation for his follow up visits in November 1991 and 

ja111.uuy 1%2. During the second site visit I assisted Professor Hopley "4ith all aspects (i.e., design. 

facilitation, fo[ ow up cnord:.nation) of the planning p~. with a special emphasis on assistinr. teams 
after the first full planning session. 

Upon retw :t from the fint visit to Jamaica I met four times with Professor Hopley to ~ 

the project. Various draft documents were provided to Professor Hopley over the course of these 

meetings.! A preliminary report. dated 11/16/91, was provided to Mr. Christian Gillen. UNIOO 

Country Dllector, Jamaica prior to Professor Hopley's departure for Jamaica in late November. A full 

interim report was hand delivered to Mr. Gillen upon my arrival in Kingston on January 19, 1992. 

It is my firm conviction that the underlying intentions and objectives of these consulting 

efforts were fully realized. CGA is well along in establishing a strategic business plan that will 

sipllficandy enbance CGA's historic role as a producer cooperative while enabling the organization 

to jJW'SUe new business strategies. JAMPRO representatives make up fully one third of the CGA 

strategic planning group, providing government direct access to assisting economic development by 

servicing a private sector entity. Fmally, the full participation of the JAMPRO representatives 

throughout the assessment, planning and delivery stages has allowed the consulting effort to combine 
direct service with staff training. · 
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1. ASSES.5MENT ACilVlTIES: FIR..<IT HALF OF SPLIT MISSION 

A. Pre-departure Plannil},g 

During a series of meeti:igs in August and September, one which included Mr. Wilson. who 

was visiting the ·us.A., Professor Hopley a."\d I clarif.ed what ! should focus on during my upcoming 

visit. By the time I departed for Jamaica the private sector client base upon which my data gathering • would-II! focused was narrowe<! down to one major growers' association, CGA. and one subsidiary 

processing facility, JCG. Additionally CGA did complete a "Needs Assessment• document (see Annex 

I IIfor a blank sample of one component in the assessment process) a tool Professor Hopley and I have 

utilized frequently in the US.A. nus document, a gap analysis view of an organization by functions, 

allows us to understand how senior managers perceive their organization's strengths and weaknesses. 

B. Briefing 

I was briefed on Sunday, September .29, by Mr. Wils;>n. At that time he provided me with 

several reports and we discussed the intentions of UNIDO wd JAMPRO in great detail. It became 
apparent at this time that I would be expected to go beyond the data gathering responsibility and 

should be prepared to discuss what Professor Hopley might initiate during his November visit. This 

change of expectations seemed related ~ the recent lit>era1:Jzation of currency which was having a 
dramatic effect on Jamaica's economy. With currency controis in abatement, there was growing 

discussion that Jamaica needed to become much more active in every possible international market as 

a way to earn hard currency. Without hard currency it would be prohibitively expensive for Jamaican 

business and industry to acquire new technology and capital equipment 

C. lntc!rviewing 

The prindpal activity of this visit was to conduct interviews, formal meetings and informal 

discussions with a broad variety of individuals from both the public and private sectors. From this 

kind of activity I would learn about perceptions regarding roles, abilities, skills, responsibilities, 

attitudes and intentions. The interviews commenced on Monday with extensive discussions at 

JAMPRO. The midC:le three days of the week were spent conducting site visits to CGA headquarters 

in addition to processing facilities at Bog Walle and May Pen. Friday was spent documenting and 

discussing the results of the week. This trip was brought to a close on Friday evening with a 

debriefing session at JAMPRO. 

Each day was fillPd with one-on-one or group interviews/discussions. During inicrviews 

with public sector representatives I worked to understand each indiv;dual's function, perspective, 

special skill a•ea, and individual style as it might relate lo contact with customers. With private 
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sector representatives, I worked to tmderstand their particular role in the specific business, their 

managerial style, their awareness of or interest in assistance from the public sector, and what they 

percavecl to be the strengths and wealc:nesses of their organiution. While the collection of facts or 

descriptions is an important aspect of this work. I am as much interested in identifying those 

individuals, in either sector, that have the will and the ability to use all available resoun:es in an effort 

to impro•e ecor.:>mic activity. 

D. [)e-briefing 

Friday, October 4, the evening prior to my d~ I participated in a debriefing session at 

JAMPRO headquarten. The following obsenat~ons pertain: 

1. My contact with the CGA Board of Directors along with other recent events encouraged an 

intriguing discussion regarding the role of JAMPRO/govemment in influencing the growth of the 

Jamaican dtrus industry. Extensive details were discussed ~ding recent purchases of real estate 

and processing facilities. 

2. I reviewed four are.as of project interest that I would report back to my colleague: 1.) plant 

level improvement projects in productivity, scheduling. quality, and efficiency; 2.) new product 

development between the private and public sectors; 3.) new venture development between the public 

and private sectors; and 4.) general training seminan. 

3. I posed the following question: should/could we as consultants, devell)p a joint CGA and 

JAMPRO planning proc:ess io achieve the following goals: develop a future orientation for CGA to 

mmpliment the current development of the processing facilities without ignoring the needs of small 

growers; bring the new managerial talent from JCG together with the expertise within JAMPRO for 

pro4uct and markP.t development; improve the working relationships between the CGA board and the 

senior managers at JAMPRO; and, use the entire setting to further introduce concepts of delegation, 

teamwork, planning, and role definition. 

I dosed my portion of the briefing by pointing out that my role had been to c:ollect data and 

make recommendations to Professor Hopley for his November trip. In this regard I would probably 

be reconunending that CGA and JAMPRO participate in a joint planning session. There was general 

agreement that this choice, regardless of our recommendations, must be carefully considered by senior 

managen within JAMPRO. 
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II. OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: FIRST HALF OF TtlE SPLIT MISSION 

For the purposes of this interim report I will make general observations about each sector. 

I should like to note. as a profer~ional who focuses a great deal of attention on the combination of 

economic development and management consulting. I was not surprised by what I found, nor should 

my observations be construed as overtly critical. I found the perceptions, behaviors and inclinatfons 

of professionals in JAMPRO and CGA to be very similar to that encoWltered in the US.A. on a daily 

basis. My specialty is to help organizations, be they public or private, bridge functional gaps in 

knowledge and talent through the utili7.ation of each others resources. 

My single most significant observation is that JAMPRO and CGA/JCG have limited knowledge 

of each other. In effect one of the best outcomes of my needing to interview representatives from the 

private sector was that it enabled JAMPRO to be seen in an active outreach effort. 

A. Observations at JAMPRO 

1. As a group they demonstrated a clear conunitment to and interest in their roles as agents for 

economic development. 

2. Many individuals exhibited frustration/impatience with what they felt was a lack of enthusiasm 

on the part of the private sector to invest in the development of new markets, in the utilization of 

new technologies, and in the implementation of new management practices. 

3. Several individuals suffered from a chronic overload of responsibilities, desiring more 

definition regarding what their prime responsibilities should be. 

4. The number and diversity of customers for JAMPRO's services made o;ome wonder why CGA 

was being singled out for attention which raised the question: should JAMPRO be "picking winners" 

or should it provide a broader service to business and industry? This is a very difficult aspect of 

economic development: given the limitations of resources, should the public sector seiect focal points 

for investment or strive to be equitable in the delivery of resources? For many in JAMPRO the focus 

of services on CGA highlights this question. Should JAMPRO assist a historic, but unwieldy growers' 

association of 10.000 members, or should it invest the public dollar in more narrowly defined, private 

busir&ess i11terests that have a much higher likelihood of demonstrating a financial gain 7 

5. While JAMPRO is the lead economic development agency it became clear that the Jamaican 

government supports an am=.y of quasi-government agencies designed to accelerate economic growth. 

There was little evidence at the staff level that th~e various agencies can operate in an integrated 

maMer with respect to spcdfic customers in the private sector. This is not !lurprising. Most 
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bureaucracies have such intense internal politics and survival issues that they rarely find the vehicles 

for aoss-agency efforts. 

B. Observations at CGA/ICG 

DuriTtg my contact with the private sector, all of which Web ronducted in their offices_ and 

facilities, I conducted/participated in many interviews, one extensive facilities tour, and one CGA 

Board of Directors meeting. CG> and its subsidiary operations present a tangled web. On one hand 

you have a democratically organized growers' association where anyone with a few trees can become 

a member and have a vote. On the other hand CGA controls active citrus and dairy processing 

facilities that operate in an increasingly market oriented manner. The reader should understand that 

the Board of CGA is the dominant owner of the related processing facilities. To fully understand the 

relationship between the organizations would require a detailed examination of ownership and a 

careful review of how CGA rewards growers. The processor, through CGA, provides retroactive 

bonuses to the indiviclual grower through a r~valuation of prices paid for fruit. Throughou: my 

involvement with this project I have bee:', amazed and amused as individuals from both the private 

and public sector have attempted to explain where the benevolent association leaves off and the 

market responsive processor takes over. Somewhere within the CGA Board of Directors resides an 

instinctual ability keep the two separate. 

1be following are my prominent observations about the private sector: 

1. CGA is demonstrating clear progress in organizing the processing· facilities towards a market 

responsive philosophy (i.e., the processors view of customers). This is true principally for dome3tic 

production, but the talent can be applied to export production. The evidence for this exists in efforts 

being expended to graphically represent decision making processes and producticn paths. While the 

effort seemed quite recent. it was clear that these efforts were leading to the recognition that many 

functional gaps in INNgement and engineering existed. 

2. The CGA subsidiary processing facility, JCG, exemplified the changing approach to 

management within CGA. This business entity, oonsisting of three processing facilities, is being run 

independently, with some arrangement for a direct return of profits for reinvestment into the firm. 

In :tddition, hiring efforts are bringing in aggressive business people which is best exemplified by the 

JCG's general manager. 

3. An extensive plant tour of the May Pen facility revealed numerous examples where 

productivity and quality projects rould be implemented utilizing the skills found in the quasi

govenunent agencies. In addition, the production manager at May Pen revealed a keen appreciation 

for product development from a processing point of view ':hich should be carefully matched, in a 

peer relationship, i.o the growing marketing expertise within JCG. 
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4. Attitudes among managers about working more closely with the public sector ranged from 

positive to extremely skeptical. Oearly JAMPRO must prove its capabilities to key managers by 
carefully ~.electing projects and· corrunitting the necessary resources. Padcaging and transportation 

represent excellent project areas where JAMPRO's access to other expertise within government could 
directly assist JCG (e.g.'s storage of oil concentrate, analysis of alternatives to packaging of the ·erush· 
product). It should be noted that the best place to view the fragmentation of the quasi-government 

agencies is from the desk at a processing facility. There have been rumors about the existence of 

government expertise in such issues as quality standards, but they probably haven't materialized at 

the small and medium processing facilities. 

5. I muld find no evidence that CGA was applying the kind of management improvement effort 

to CGA that is being applied to JCG, its subsidiary. CGA, the reprec;entative of individual growen 

en the critical issue of •price per box· for fruit, is also the purchaser of that fruit (not exclusive) as 

the principal owner of processing facilities. CGA Board members reported that every attempt to apply 

improved business practices within the Growers' Association had ended in failure. This is an 
extremely critical issue for the Association (which effectively acts as a cooperath·e wholesaler) because 

private interests vie to develop new tracts of orchards, threatening to supplant the traditional growers 

with a more carefully orchestrated relationship between growing and processing. These new entities 

are also utilizin.t; new packaging technologies which will make their products more attractive to export 

customers. 

6. At both the board and management levels there was curious interest in the idea of joint 

ventures on new products/markets. The ability of government to control the opening of land for 

agro-business necessitates this curiosity. 

7. There was an acute recognition within CGA that export business would be the primary means 

to earning hard capital which had now become aitical to any reinvestment/development strategies. 

C Recommendations 

Recommendations resulting from the assessment efforts conducted during the first half of the 

split mission are found in Annex IV as provided to UNIOO during November of 1991. 
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ill. IMPLEMENTATION ACI1VIT1ES: SECOND HALF OF TIIE SPLIT MISSION 

A. Briefing and Design for Strategic Planni!!g 

Immediately prior to my arrival in Kingston for the second half of the mi!!Sion Professor 

Hopley had beet\ working with representatives from JAMPRO and CGA to lay the foundation for 

strategic planning. Upon my arrival the two critical tasks were: one, to get a full bri-'?fing regarding 

those efforts; and, two, to design the first meeting of the CGA Strategic Management Group (SMG) 

which would be held at the JCG, Bog Walk processing facility. 

The briefing was accomplished throughout the course of Sunday, January 19, 1991. Professor 

Hopley and I spent the bull- of the day reviewing his efforts and incorporating the results of those 

efforts into the half day program design for the first meeting. For example, Professor Hopley was able 

to work with the CGA board chair to designate someone else from the CGA board to be the SMG 

dlair. Crossing this juncture achieved the following: the CGA board chair would be more effective 

as a final arbitrator rather than a:; the chair of the planning process; the appointed chair had 

demonstrated a respectful enthusiasm and aptitude for leadership; the appointoo SMG chair provided 

us the opportunity to encourage the idea that a new generation of CGA leadership be nurtured; and, 

the SMG chair, Mr. I<enneth Newman, is respected within the group as both a thoughtful board 

member and as a ·hands on· manager ... At the conclusion of the day's work we had a thorough 

meeting design and a dear undeistanding of our expectations for the group discussion and the follow 

u;> team efforts. 

Briefing and design efforts culminated on Sunday evening with a lengthy meeting between 

John Wilson, Cristian Gillen, Professor Hopley and myself. Our principle ccncem was to provide Mr. 

Wilson and Mr. Gillen a dear understanding of what would occur and what we might expect for the 

rest of the week. Also, we were able to use this as ar. opportunity to clarify various assumptions, 

a prominent one being that our efforts needed to stimulate creative thinking within the CGA board 

about equitably distributing the financial rewards derived from CGA and its subsidiaries. 
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B. First Strategic Planning Meeting 

The strategic planning process was fully initiated with the first meeting of L'le CGA Strategic 

Management Group on 1/20/91 at the Bog Walle prt>Cf"SSing facilities of JCG Ltd., a subsidiary of 

CGA. The meeting began at 10:25 a.m. and ended at 16:00. Sixteen people participated in the 

meeting. The makeup of this group included five CGA board members, three employees of ~GA 

subsidiaries, four representatives from JAMPRO, two guests from UNlOO (participants in the late 

afternoon), and the two consultants. A list of those attending can be found in Anne."lC v. The 

meeting was lead by Professor Hopley on behalf of the SMG Chair, Mr. Newman. The meeting 

proceeded through the !allowing stages which was consistent with our planning. 

•introductions 

•reflections from participants on two questions: what personal strength do you bring to this 

strategic planning process; and. what particularly interested you in doing the homework for 

this session 

9review of homework 

•break, 11:22 to i1:37 

•continued review of homework 

•Junch, 13:15 to 13:57 

•continued review of homework; transition to review of the business envirorunent for various 

products and processes 

•team assignments; closure issues, 15:19 

•handouts of reading ~sjgrunents and meeting closure, 15:53 

Two objectives were achieved in reviewing the initial questions. First, the questions set the 

expectation that we needed to hear from all members of the SMG. Based upon past meetings we 

were concerned that some board and staff representatives would withhold conunent in deference to 

the CGA board chair or the JCG group general manage:. Both Professor Hopley and I were very 

satisfied with the distribution and frequency of participation du.-ing the day. Second, the question 

regarding personal strengths challenges each individual to recognize how they can add to, rather than 

detract from the process. 

The homework included reading assignments about strategic planning and 

questions which would ma.Ice the reading applicable to CGA plarutlng. The discussion of the 

homework, upon which so much time was spent, provided the framework for productively discussing 

issues related to defining the mission and goals for CGA. And, at least as importantly, the homework 

questions alloweci Professor Hopley to initiate the limited discussion of important business issues (e.g., 

why did CGA purchase the May Pen facility and what does that suggest for future business 

strategies). This long, sometimes ramr~ing discussion was the very feature of this meeting that 

allowed importar.t views to be stated in a productive manner, a characterhtic of the best type of 
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brainstonning. This was exemplified at several points in the meeting when new board membeB were 

able to respectfully raise difficult questions about the distribution of profits and management of 

finances, all done in front of public sector representatives. The discussion of the homework questions 

allowed many individuals to raise questions or to express a view without generating unnecessary 

confrontations. 

Oosure to this meeting was accomplished by finalizing two questions. First, the assignment 

of topic specific teams (eight of them) which would be responsible for: providing the SMG d>.air with 

team work plan in five days; gathering and evaluating relevant information; and, comint to the 

proposed SMG retreat prepared to educate the entire group as well as make recommendations. 

Second, the group decided to accelerate the original timetable, setting expectations that the entire group 

would reconvene for a two day retreat beginning on 2/'2B/92. 

The formation of the topic speci

t ic teams was carefully ~rdinated before, during and following the first planning session. 

Professor Hopley strove to have each team lead by either a CGA board or staff member while 

matdunalcing the proper JAMPRO representative to the team. This effort alone took considerable time 

and assertiveness as it often required involving someone who had no previous connection to the 

process. 

C . Team Meetings 

With the planning process initiated it was now necessary to ensure that each team met, 

understood their responsibility, and developed a work pbn prior to our departure at the end of the 

week. Each of these work plans was to be delivered to the SMG f:hair, Mr Newman. 

Between Tuesday and Friday I met with six of the eight teams to facilitate their efforts. 

These meetings took place in a variety of locatiorui. Each team enthusiastically 

addressed the task. Each of the groups needed considerable assistance as they were inclined to skip 

over two important steps. Fll'St, they tended to confuse developing a work plan with starting the 

actual work. Second, they didn't understand the impor+..ance of fulfilling the information gathering, 

analysis and reporting steps. The responsibility at hand was to develop a work plan, set dates for 

future meetings, sort out information gathering assignments, and begin planning how the team would 

educate the SMG at the end of February. The same message had to be delivered to each team: you 

can make recommendations at the retreat, but your most important iesponsibility is to provide a 

thoughtful overview of the issue; thereby, everyone at the retreat would be fully able to participate 

in decision making. The tendency in all of the teams was to rush into the decision making stage, but 

this was avoided. 

A good example of a team meeting and the uniqueness of th.is process was the Field Outreach 
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team meeting held at Mr. C.V. Benrs home. The participants included two board members, one 

JAMPRO official, one JAMPRO/UNIDO official and myself. The meeting lasted approximately three 

hours. Mr. Bent, an agronomist of some fame in Jamaica and the team leader, had prepared a 

thorough outline field outreach efforts, past and presenL During this discussion it became apparent 

that Mr. Bent and Mrs. Jobson. a grower and new CGA board member, would find a conunon interest 

in resuscitating the field service outreach system for growers through the strategic planning p~s. 

In addition. Mr. Bent was giving the public sector representatives a rare glimpse of how the field. 

servit'e outreach sr- ~..;m works in coordination with the CGA representative system. We were able 

to dose the meeting with expectations of how this information would be captured, what information 

needed to be gathered between the next two meetings, and how important ideas and recommendations 

would be collected and brought to the retreaL As zn outsider I could sense that this meeting opened 

nrw lines of communication within the CGA board and between a senior JAMPRO official and the 

CGA board. It will be very important for JAMPRO ID fulfill its obligation. made at this meeting, ID 

capture, consolidate and ~ the details of these discussions back to the full group. 

lmmediarely prior to my departure I provided Mr. Newman a full accounting of the teams, 

their members and some recommendations. All of the teams were operating, and I was quite 

impressed with how much time CGA/JCG representatives were devoting to the process especially 

given that citrus harvest was in full swing. 

D. Seminar 

At the University of Massad1usetts, Donahue Institute I frequently work with industry sectors 

and small manufacturers in particular. Prior to my return trip JAMPRO and UNIOO officials 

requested that I offer a seminar about my experiences in coordinating pJblic sector resources to meet 

private sector needs. The seminar was titled: "Organization r,f Small Firms for Sector Improvement~. 

The feminar, sponsored by the Agro-lndusbies Division, was held in JAMPRO offices on 

Thursday, January 23 from 17:30 to 19:30. Outreach for the program was done by JAMPRO staff 

members. Of an expected twenty"4lne people there were fifteen attenders. Almost all of these people 

were from the public sector agencies (e.g. Bureau of Standards, JAMPRO, PIOJ). The program went 

for the full two hours and many guests remained afterwards to discuss specific issues. Throughout 

the program I utilized many current examples from my efforts in Massachusetts. 

With all of my examples (e.g. plastics and paper industries in particular) I hoped to impress 

upon the audience that I organize thl• private sector in order to organize and focus the resources of 

the public sector. In addition I used examples to outline the various roles I fulfill in these efforts 

including management consultant, broker of consulting services and economic development agent. This 

is a unique situation as I am a representative of the University of Massachusetts, but I utilize a broad 
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aoss section of colleges, universities, institutions and individuals to address the needs of businesses. 

Coordinatior and matchmaking such as this is one effective response to malcing the best use of limited 

public funds. 

As a dosing note on this topic I will point out a dear parallel between public sector thinking 

In Massachmetts and Jamaica. In both places the public sector seems to develop services fo~ the 

private sector and then seek private sector lnvolvemenL Seminars, workshops and surveys come to 

the private sector as fait accompli. Advances in systems managemen~ the concept of flexl"ble 
speciali:r.a~ and demands for improved service and product quality have forced the private sector, 

espetially small firms, ID select a customer niche. understand the customers priorities, and address 

these needs in a proactive manner rather than herd the customers towards what the producer Wiles 
to sell. The public sector in both locations needs to remain alert to these issues and other issues, 

developing interactive partnerships lhat a>nstantly refine/improve the serVice of government. 
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IV. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

nus third party intervention to bring a complex. private sector :ntity into a strategic planning 

process with full participation by representatives from ~ public S«tor has been fully realized. 

Certainly I can imagine skepticism about participant commitment when the consultants are ione. And, 

I have 5"ious doubts about whether public sector representatives can keep the bureaucracy focused 

on the task al hand. Y~ in reviewing the November recommendation (see Annex IVJ, it is dear that 

we have
1 

addressed and met the t::<peetations set forth at that time. In concluding I would like to 

review ~ key aspects of this effort. 

The November recommendation differentiated between strategies which enhanced the 

effectiveness of the firm or strategies which enhanced the capacity of the sector. The recommendation 

proposed a strategic inllenention which would fundamentally reshape available resources. The key 
to achieving this recommendation and its subsequent long term benefits was to breakdown and re
configure communications between the public and private sector. 

Two things oa:ured within days of the initial SMG session symbolizing this effort. Fust. the 

marketing topic ~ lead by a JCG employee. met at JAMPRO with an expanded membership from 

the JAMPRO organization. Second. JAMPRO employees who had not previously participated, joined 

the finance and administration team. This recruitment of talent &om the organization and the 

willingness of the private sector to welco~ the publi.: ~r participation exemplifies the kind of 

working relationships that we intended to develop through our efforts. 

Although we were unable to proceed according to the November timetable, SMG participants 

deserve aedit for putting us back on schedule. JAMPRO/UNlDO requested changes to Professor 

Hopley's schedule in November and December caused a delay, but once the parties agreed to the 

process all lost time was made up. By setting a retreat in late February the SMG has bested our 

expectations. 

In this process where one group, the SMG, delegates assignments to semi-autonomous teams 

we can recognize one of the best attributes of effective planning design. Appropriate cont:'ol has been 

preserved for the SMG chair and the CGA board while the topic specific teams proceed. At both 

levels of operation, the SMG and the teams, careful matchmaking of talent to topic and broad 

rep!esentation have been assured. The outcomes will include: a strategic plan for CGA, a focusing 

of existing public sector programs to be utilized for specific needs, the exploration of a new model 

for public-private sector relations, and the acti .,e participation by all parties in many aspects of the 

consulting assistance. 

Many questions on be asked to test value of this intervention: will the strategic planning 

process actually help CGA address many of the business and organizational hurdles which it faces; 
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will politics and the whims of bureaucracy undermine effective public sector participation; can the 

public seclOr adopt these ~eduliques and strategies and apply them to other economc development 

efforts; will this process help Jamaica work towards achieving the proper balance between export 
production and domeslY- poduction; etc _7 For me, the most appropriate lest would be for UNIDO 

tep"esmtatiftS to inleniew SMG participants one year helve in order to. determine the strengths and 

weabesses of this novel effott. 
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS 

l.CGA recommendations 

Some recommendations for consideration at the nexi.:. stage of the 
process, namely selecting a mission statement, corporate and business 
level strategies and functional strategies have been conveyed to Hr. Kenneth 
Newman. 

1.1 

Complete this difficult initial process deliberately with patience 
and understanding ot everyone's need to understand the data before 
jumpimg to decisions. Over-hasty starategic managemnt processes result 
in the kind of lack of understanding and opposition that has met the CG, 
internal capital raising efforts in the past. 

1.2 

Recognise the extensive need to communicate some of the results of 
this process to the major stakeholders such as, the citrus growers at 
the district and branch levels, ddiry farmers, the various departments 
of the Jamaican government, potential on- and off-island iravestment 
sources and the Jamaican general public. This communication program 
should include consideration of the development of a videotape and the 
public media. 

1.3 

Develop at least four support action plans, one each for CGA, JCG, 
CDC Ltd. and the distribution/marketing functions. These should be 
comprehensive and the foundation of an MBO process, whereby every 
objective is delegated either in whole or in part to a particular 
individual. 

1.4 

Use JAHPRO and UWI resources to tap into funding for any 
comprehensive research studies needed in identified areas where new 
information needs to be generated. 

1.5 

The process will need to be less comprehensive in future years as 
this initial base is expanded upon. Nevertheless it is advisable to run 
the process annually but change the timing to April through June to 
avoid the busy citrus season. 

2.JAHPRO recommendations 

The capability to conduct this kind of strategic management 
interv&ntion should exist and be active in Jamaica as part of the 
economic development activity at the sector and enterprise level. 

We recommend that JAMPRO is a logical place to develop this 
capacity, and that a well-developed strategic direction should be a 
basic pre-requisite for significant government assistance nt any kind. 
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This has been verbally recommended to Prendergast, Veira, Gooden, 
Wilson and Mr. Ambrose E. Dacosta, Senior Group Director of the 
Economics and Incentives Division of JAHPRO. To or. Arnoldo K. Ventura, 
National Advisor on Sience and Technology in the Ministry cf Development 
and to Gillen of UNIDO/UNDP. This could be achieved by either of the 
three recommendations below, or combinations thereof. 

2.1 Off-Island Training 

Select appropriate personnel to spend time studying both theory and 
practice with the American Management Association and a strategic 
consulting firm. 

2.2 Develop UWI and JAMPRO partnership 

Dr. Norman Gurvan and Dr. Gordon Shirley have both expressed 
interest in developing some of their senior students and faculty to 
participate in learning to run strategic management processes. 

2.3 use consultant to train 

Engage a consultant with the responsibility to train selected 
JAMPRO personnel both theoretically and experientially in concert with 
island sector organisations or enterprises. 

3-UNIDO recommendation 

The consultants believe that a significant part of the success of 
this intervention was due to ~he protracted time used by the split 
mission and shared roles they played. This allowed the partiicipants at 
CGA and JAMPRO to come at their own pace to accept the sound reasons for 
the strategic management process. From August 1991 to January 1992 is 
not at all an uncommon amount of time for people to take to decide to 
undertake such a fundamental reappraisal of their business. Progress 
during January and February has been unusually quick and thoroug~. 
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~ ANNEX I 
UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL OEVELOPMENTORCANIZATION 

( 

11-56 ( 
( 

JOB DESCRIPTIOfi 

J08 DESCRIPTION 

DPIJAHf88j009Jll-56 and ll-S7jJ 13103 

October 1991 

Specialises in industrial org3nization and systems of 
production 

0.6 man-months (18 days) - S?li• gissions as follows: 
7 days Jamaica (2819 to_ SIIO!~I); 3 days USA (OctlNov 91) 
6 days jamaica (19111 to 241!!9~); 2 days USA {Jan 92) 

( 0.8 man-months (24 days} - S?li: missions as follows: 
li.-57 { 4 days USA (OC:tlNc.v 91); 10 cavs Jamaica (29111191 - 8112191-) 

( 6 days Jamaica (1~;11192 - 2~111~2); 4 days USA (Jan 92)· 

Kingston. Jamaica and home base (USA) 

To establish an Agro-Food Processing Unit at JAHPRO capable of 
providing information and advisory services to the food pro~essing 
industry for the pro.otion of production efficiency in the agro 
food processing industry. 

The consultants will be assigned to the Processed Food Unit at 
JAHPPO. the ii.plementing agency of the Government of Jamaica. 
They will work closely with the JA.HPRO Processed Food Unit and 
the Cooperative Associations or the private manufacturing firms of 
the agro industry subsector. which are idP.ntified in this project 
for inte:"1.·.?ntion. The main responsibilities of the consultants, 
who will ~ork closely with each other, will be to: 

- Draw up plans of 3Ction for the selected enterprise anrl its 
subsidi~ries, conducive to its manufacturing and marketing programme 
from a•..-ng these plans of action will be selected, in coordination 
with the :!lanagenient of the enterprises, certain concrete activ~ty 
plans :c-:- i-ediate intervention, the Activity plans (or the 
intervc~:ion in the select.?d processed agro food enterprise will be 
instru:-:cn:al in demonstrating to the sub-sector the possibi l in· 
and the ~cnefits of adopting new forms of organization and product10 

- Develo? An in-depth diagnosis of the industrial system of production 
for th; :ood processing units of the selected agro food enterprise. 
This d;:gnosi~ should lead to the identification of the internal 
and extirndl factor$ influ~nc1ng the enterprise under analysis and 
their i~?act on the development of the sector a~ a whole. 

Plan anc prepare seminar;workshops for the dissemination of the 
main fincings or the stucy. . - .. / .. 

Aoofieacions and communoa1- ·~int"'" Job Dftc:ticnion thould be ~1 10: 

Proi«i Pe•~ R«Tu.1menc Scccion. lnduH•iat Ooeu1ions o;,,;s;
UNIOO. VIENNA INTERNA TIONAl CENTRE. P.O. Box 300. V~nn'. Au""' 
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The detailed workplan for the consultants will look as follows: 

11-56: 
28'19T91 to SllOl91 Initial site visit in Jamaica (7 days). 
Introductions. explanation of methods an~ purposes of inte1-
ventions; review needs, assessment documents; int~rviews; d•ta 
collection; develop project opportunities. 

Oct!Nov.91 3 days home base work: Review notes; prep~re 
internal report to the second consultant appointed for the 
project on findings, observations. recommendations; meet with 
second consultant twice, once to review report and once to 
review his plan. 

1911!92 to 2411192 6 days site v1s1t to Jamaica to further 
implemer.t and develop long-term recommendations. 

Jan 92 2 days home base work to maintain contact with project; 
prepare draft final report including long range recomrnenLations; 
review with second consultant and finalize. 

11-)7: 

Cktf'Nov.91 4 days USA to study internal report prepared by the 
other consultant appointed for the project; develop follow-up 
questions; develop an action plan; review with the other 
consultant the report; communicate with JAMPROIUNIDO. 

29IIIl91 to 8112191 10 days sit• visit to Jamaica to 
initiate action plan and specific projects for CGA. JCGA (Bog Walk), 
CDC (Hay Pen) and Marketing Unit, 

19!1!92 to 2411192 6 days site visit to Jamaica to further 
implement and make corrective actions. 

Jan 92 4 days USA to maintain contact with project and prepare 
fin;r-report together with second consultant. 

As said above the two consultants will be expected to prepare 
a joint technical report, setting out their findings and recommen
dations to the Government for further action which might be 
taken. 

Industrial engii.~elS and I or industrial economis~ with 
exten5ive experience in formulating and implementing restructuring 
programmes in the agro food industry enterprises. 

English. 
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ANNEX III 

NEEDS ASSESSMENTDOCUMENT 

THE UNIVERSITY OF MAssACHUSETIS 

THE MAURICE.~. DONAHUE INSTITUTE 

Managerial Needs Assessment: 

Functional Gap Analysis 
Instrument for the 

Manufacturing Firm 

May 1991 
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OESCRJPTlOH 

This document. lhe Gap Analysts. ls one part of a dlagnoslfc process des9ned tc assist managers In ~ lhair 
own 11rm·s campelilfve slrangths and weaknesses. The overaft diagnostic process focuses the attention of both smor 
management and the consultant on seven basic func:tbns that should be present In a;iy manufa::turtng tnn. The 
c:halenga is m complete the analysis. and ldentffy and inplement ailcal decisions or stralegic steps ID knprova Iha 
foundallon upon which Iha firm is bu!lt. There is an implicit assumpUon In this process that. wi1ila entrepreneurial 
quaities and characteristics ara requisie to starting a manufacturing finn, senior management often needs to develop 
Pie means to organize and delegate responsibility, thus allowing Iha entrepreneur to concentrate on what he/st:e does 
best 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

The Idea tor this conm'ting lnt8MtntiJn process OO;Jinated in 1989 with WiBlam Ennen of Iha Univelsiy al 
Massac:husettslue hstitute. and comes from his extensive experience In woddng with smal manufadurars. In 
1990 P1ofessoB Dean Schraeder and Robalt Hoplay. faculty from Iha UMass-Amherst School of Management were 
hRd wih Iha support of Bay Slate 5ldls funding to design a diagnostic tool to be used with the ful involvement of Iha 
client to analyze a firm's basic managerial oiganization and capa::ity. During that year five filns from Iha plastics 
industry in Pittsfield partq>ated it Ute original development and trials of Ute process and tool Sloce that tine at least 
five more firns have utilized the process and intel8St in Iha service continues to grow. -I you have questiJns about this 
tool and process. please contact Wilam Emen. University of Massachusetts, Donahue Institute, 221 M"lddlesex House, 
Amherst. MA 01003. 413-545-0001 

INSTRUCTIONS 

This document contains three sedlns whidt need to be completed by the senior manager(s}. lnstrudfons for each 
section proceed that section. The document may be completed by chief executive officer. collectively by the most 
senior managers. or Individually by senior managers. In any case it Is Important to clarify this decision and identify 
below who completed the analysis. To participate in this analysis you must accept that this dCJCUment represents an 
Ideal Do not become so self oiticaJ it mmpleting ~is doaJment that yo~ lose- perspective on the objective: Identifying 
critical competitive strengths and weaknesses. Please begin this analysis 11,- identifying yourself and your firm. 

Nametr~e: ----------------~~ 
Company: 

Address: 

Telephone: 

Please Dst names and titles of others who participated in this effort: 

Nametrrtle: ---~-----------~-~ 
Name/T"rtle: 

Nametrrtte: 

Namerrrtte: 

Nametrrtle: -------------------
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PART I: MANAGERIAL OVERVIEW 

&ery smal mndaclufng cag;aizalloia may ainsbt of lie seven b1dlonaf areas bnf bebw. Each of ,_ b1dlr:m ls blJAtant ID 
51n:essftJ operallan mf S12!!!J! ot a busS1ess aoo Ml pa1lide lie basic hrnawar1t l:ir tis cagaitLdblm assessmenl hslnnent. · 

Please c:areUy read lie brief fmdlan desutpllons, hen l3l1lt cnfer .. bdons acaJi~l!J tJ lhW k11p01ta11ce n inPtMng JI 
company's cximpeftveness. (1 • riglest piority; 7 • lowest prior'Jy). For ht tine beiig. please 910l8 hi rijt hand "GAP SCOF 
c:aUnn. . 

RJNCTION 

ADMINJSTRA TION 

Admfnislration is spi lnlo two perspectives. Fust. how Is your cximpany opera:fng on a 
daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual basis? Are there ad&quala procedures and do 
the routine things get done routinely (responding to quotation raquests, Older processing, 
work scheduling, biling, costing, fling, etc.). This is the q>erallonal view of adminl-
sttamn. Seconaly, is t dear throughout your company whal the goals are. and where the 
company is headed? What are lhe areas in need of inprovement. who is responsil1e and whal 
are they doing to inprove? This is the strategic view of admirislralor .. 

MARKETING RJNCTJON 

This covers how your product gets sold. Do you have safes targets, budgets, and programs? 
Is your pricing profitable? Whal are your target markets from a product and geographical 
peispective? What promotional plans do you hc.-ve and are they working? 

ENGINEERJNG!DESIGNITECHNOLOGY 

This func:OOn covers lhe !.?chnologiccf knowledge required to design and pmc:fuce your products 
and to select. operate and maintain your processes. ft begins with blue print interpretai:m 
and machile operating skills. and extends to the introQUdion of new technQlogy and the 
production of different products and servicas. 

MANUFACTURING 

How satisfied are yot;; customers with your cost. quality and derrvery C2p2baitie~7 
How satisfied are your employees, your banker and you on those s21T1e three vital produdlon 
factors. 

SERVlCf. 

This function is involved will supp~fing the eustomer with the things they need other than 
the product: Training order status. installalion, trouble-shooting, after sales maintenan:e, 
quality information. testing certificates. etc. Customer relations as another way to look at 
this. 

PERSONNEL 

This funct!on covers an matters related to the human resource!; needed to run lhe business: 
woMorce skills, reauaing. train~. compensation and benefits, employee communication and 
rootivation, etc. 

ANANCE 

This function covers lhe financial ac:::::unling, such as ac:::ounts pay2hle and receiV2ble, treasury 
and lcgaV!ax reporting, and managerial accounting, such as. financial forecasting, cost analysis 
and conll'OI, etc. 

RANK 
ORDER 

GAP 
SCOR 
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PART I: DETAILED ASSESSMENT 

In Part II each of l'9 savan mafor U1cllar.s II brabn down ha aflk:al sUU1dlans which help nanow cu foal! on ~ 
acdviles. Please rat* eadt at ltme Sttlfll1db1s (~ 1hll scales provided) In tanns of lhai" CDmpeftw inpoitance ID J'O'l' nn 
aid 10" company's Slr8r1glh In ht nz rall!MI ID JU' campell!Drs. 

To ~ target inpovement p'OglaJDS. please all8mpt ID balance fOtl scomg ~.e .. thanl shoUd be fOflTl'f an equal runber of 1 
and S's and an CMP-D awraoa S!D8 of 3). A suggeSllon: you may want b begin by choosing 118 b1cdan'subfu1cllon mo 
imp:Jltant ID you :nf l1en conli1'I on ID 11111 nut mast important ~ 

Sc:ale: Competllve Importance 1 • Prfmary, highly Important 5 • Of no Importance 
Relative Strength 1 • Stronger than al rivals 5 • Weaker It.an aB rivals 

Competitive Relative capability 
Importance Strength Gap 

ADMINISTRATION 

Business Planning 12345 12345 

Organizatbnal Stnx:tln 12345 12345 

Effective Business Systems 
(Administrative & Office Procedures) 12345 12345 

Health and Safety Records 1 2 3 4 5· 12345 

Legal 12345 12345 

Daily - Weekly - Monthly 
Production Control Reports 12345 12345 

Other: 12345 123 4 5 

Other: 12345 12345 

TOTAL I 

MARKETING 

Coherent Competitive Strategy 12345 12345 

Well Defined Target Market 

Customers/markets 12345 123 4 5 

Type of wor1< 12345 12345 

Geographic 

local 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

regional 1 2 3 4 5 123 4 5 
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national 

htemallanal 

Long-term Outlook of Cwrant 
Custom81S1Markets 

Organized and Effedlva Quoting Pnxass 

Praflable Pricing Palcias 

Marketilg Lieratura 

Trade Shaws 

Sales fan:e 

lnquiy Folow-up 

Breadth of Product Une/.!<lbs Produced 

Packaging Producls 

Other: 

Other: 

ENGINEERINGIDESIGN.'TECHNOLOGY 

Preventative Maintenance Program 

Cocnputer-Aidtld Process Equipment 

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) 

CNC Programming Capabilily (Program Opera!Dr) 

Tool Design and Fabrication 

Documented (~ictorial) Process Instructions 

Produd Design Work 

Design Engineering 

Process/Manuf ac:turing Engineering 

Blue Prir.t Reading 

Down-loading from Clmomers' CAD Systems 

Cornpetllve 
mportance 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

1 2 3 4 5· 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

-

Relative 
Strength 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

TOTAL 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

123 4 5 

123 4 5 

[ 1 
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CompetlJve Reladve Capabilty 
hportlla Slrr.1gth Gap 

TectllOlagy P1anni1g 123 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Utilg Tachnobgy Planni1g with 
Customels'Plamilg 12345 12345 

Qber: 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

oar. 123 4 5 12345 

TOTAL [ I 

MANUFACTURING 

~Control 

Material Flaw & Handing 12345 12345 

SchecUng (Produdlan - Backlog, lie.) 12345 12345 

Madli1e Loading (capaciy balancing) 12345 12345 

Capabity Matching 12345 12345 

~ and Receiving - Packaging 12345 12345 

PraductiJn Control Feedback an h-Pracass 
and Completed Wolk 123~5 12345 

Just In T1111e (Jrt} Custcmer Requirements 12345 12345 

Precessing rme and WIP Control 12345 12345 

Problem Reporting - Resolution 12345 12345 

Cosllng 

f"rlished Goods Inventory 12345 12345 

Inventory Cost Control 12345 12345 

Purchase Order Control ·12345 12345 

Material Identification 123 4 5 12345 

lnvantory Cost 

Standard Cost(s) (Historical Data) 12345 12345 

Comparison (Standard to Actual) 123 4 5 12345 

Labor Hour Control {efficiency, overtime) 12345 123 4 5 

Machine - Center - Area Costs (efficiency) 1 2 3 4 5 123 4 5 

Manufacturing Overhead Costs Controls 12345 1234 5 
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Competllve Relallve ~ 
mpottn:e Sbanglh Gap 

Cost Savings M8lhOds and P!Oblem Sofvi1g 12345 12345 

Cuaily -
Cuaity 12345 12345 

Methods far Controllng Process 12345 12345 

Quaily Plamk1g 12345 12345 

Ouaily Cost 12345 12345 

~finallAudl lnspedlon 12345 12345 

Defect Pravantian Methods (SPC) 12345 12345 

Malarial Ravi8w Board • Ellgll1181'1g 
Change Nali:a (ECN) Comal 12345 12345 

lnspedlon l.\..asurement Device Canlral 12345 12345 

Other: 12345 12345 

Other. 12345 12345 

TOTAL [ J 

SERVICE 

Close Customer Relations 12345 12345 

Provide Quality Data 12345 12345 

Communication (Speaking the Customer's 
Language - e.g. tenns and jargon) 12345 12345 

Meet Customer Audls 12345 12345 

FoDow-ttvough on Customer k1quiries 12345 12345 

Supply Test Data as Needed 12345 12345 

Offering Value-Added SeM:es (Assembly, 
Painting, Design Help. etc.) 123 4 5 12345 

Trouble Shooting Customer Complaints 
and Problems 123 4 5 12345 

On-site Customer SeMces {Installation, 
Training, etc.) 1 2 3 4 5 123 4 5 

Other: 123 4 5 123 4 5 

Other: 123 4 5 123 4 5 

TOTAL ( J 
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CompatlJve Reladve Capatdly 

PERSCJMe. 
hpactaice Strenglh Gap 

Racruillng 12345 12345 

Training and DMaprnent 12345 12345 

12345 12345 

~nfa..alb 12345 12345 

PRmalba 12345 12345 

Madvallan a PIOCb:llvly 12345 12345 

empo,. Prabllms (Abseraelsm. WJs. 
clsdph. 8:.) 12345 12345 

Task C:mnll1i:atlon 12345 12345 

Paler Comnuicallan 1234 5 12345 

Empo.t91 lmalvemerC 1234 5 12345 

EqJlayee Ralallar1s 12345 12345 

Persannel Rec:ards 12345 12345 

Other: 12345 12345 

Other: 12345 12345 

TOTAL [ ] 

FINANCE 

Ftnaneia/ Aa:ounling 

Bfedive Aa:auntkr:i Setvi:es 12345 12345 

Bfective ln.ffouse Aa:aurillg Support 12345 12345 

Managetial Aa:ounling 

Monthly P & L Statements 12345 12345 

Monthry Balance Sheet & Cash Flow 123-45 123-45 

Budgeting 12345 12345 

Does your mmpany mmpan1 actual petfomrancs wffh 
budgeted in the ::JI/owing areas: 

Mari<eting 

Sales 123-45 123 4 5 
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Compelllve Relallve Capabity 
lmportala Stranglh- Gap 

Picmalbn 12345 12345 

OlstrblUan 12345 12345 

Mar!ufucl!mq 

Labar 12345 12345 

Macl*llS. etc. 12345 12345 

Ted111okg 

PnDdJn Design 12345 12345 

Pi • .as 12345 12345 

Raw Matarfals 

Ylald 12345 12345 

Twnaver 12345 12345 

Cast 12345 12345 

5eMc8 12345 12345 

ScraplRHork i2345 12345 

Qher: 12Z45 12345 

Other: 12345 12345 

TOTAL ( ] 
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Splclllc Rlqulsll. 9Jggettlal11t Comments 

Thi supm d this D"J ls ta expose ll'US fn wttil impowement ls lllldad. We Ilsa wish k 
knpnM aw pertamma. Please after Jal' suggestbas Ind mmman1s m how Ills nsrnnerc car 
be~ 

1. Please stall 11ff CDl'llmllls ar suggeslbis JOU may have: 

2. Please 1st specific ptagrams or mases thal you would lb offered: 
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PART V: ACTION AGENDA WORK SHEET 

A«Hit __ _ 

Rsua!SflelPed -------------------------------~ 
ll:rl!'f $ -----
M:aaagaaatlmefa,lsadbyvft:m) -----~--------------~ 
Q.rallrofEt~••oaana ------------------------• 

ResauasflelPed --------------------------
lb'1¥ $ -----
M:aaagaaaalknefa,lsadbyvft:m) ------------------------~ 
Q.lilllrof&tpc:BfQmxna -----------------·-------

P<*5&1Sck*llC ___________________________ _ 

Rl!sCucesflelPed ---------------------------~ 
M:n!y$ -----
lb aagaaellTme(h:usaidbyvbxn) 
Q.iailyof~Olane ________________________ _ 

Re911m!SA!IJied 
Mrey$ ------
M:i ga1e 1tTme{to.lsaldbyvth:m) 
Q..eityd ~pa mrucane 

---------~--------------------

SlepsmbeTalel -------------------------------

9f\\tun ---------------------------~---------
9f'lhn 

Re9cua!:s~be~ ----------------------------------------~ 
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ANNEX IV 

INTERM REPORT BY WILLIAM ENNEN 

OVERVIEW 
During the late Summer of 1991, I was asked by Professor Robert Hopley, an associate of 
mine at the University of Massachusetts, to participate in a consultation project sponsored 
by the United Nations Industrial Development Organization CUNJOO). The obje.-t of this 
consulting intervention has been to advise/assist UNIOO and the Agri-Food Processing 
Unit within Jamaican Promotions Ltd. (JAMPRO) to enhance export capability of the 
Jamaican citrus industry through service to Otrus Growers AssOciation (CGA). CGA - a 
complex amalgam of food processors and 10,000 small farmers - represents the current 
and historic umbrella organization for the Jamaican citrus industry. 

During September of 1991 I spent seven days in Jamaica conducting a data-gatherinS and 
assessment visit. Upon return my observations were shared with Yrofessor Hopley m a 
series oft(liscussions and internal documents. The recommendations found herein are 
intendecf • help guide Professor Hopley during his November, 1991 visit to Jamaica. I 
have assumed that this document will be utilized at Professor Hopley's discretion_ 

In sho~ based upon my interviews and observations, I am recommending that Professor 
Hopley initiate a sttategic planning process for UNIDO, JAMPRO, and CGA participants. 
ThiS process should focus the interests to develop ~rt products and markets for the 
Jamaican citrus industry. The primary ~ption underwriting these recommendations is 
that the export capability of CGA cari best be served by conducting a thorough process to 
explicate the intention of the parties, and to define resources whidi will be required to 
achieve this clarified intention. 

INTRODUCTION 
The general goal of this consulting intervention was to focus public and prhrate sector 
resources on the CGA. The more specific intention was to improve processing and 
business practices within CG~ thus leading the way to greater participation by CGA in 
export opportunities. 

The public sector has demonstrated a motivation to increase citrus exports which, at 
times, seems to exceed the motivation of CGA. The motivation to increase all export 
efforts has recently been catalyzed by the lifting of currency controls; controls which have 
sheltered the Jamaican dollar for decades. Yet, it remains unclear: can the public sector 
commit the kind of resources and talent necessary to achieve this goal? My recent visit 
indicates that while CGA is assembling structures and staff required to be more fully 
competitive, the Jamaican government, as in every other nation, will play a key role in 
servicing the internal development of the private sector. 

As consultants we are afforded the opportunity in this instance to differenc...-.te between 
two plausible and useful ?'J>es of conswting interventions: "plant level interventions" and 
"sector level interventions. 

The plant level intervention involves the application of team-oriented, problem solving 
practices applied to relatively objective, narrowly focused projects whiCh are designed to 
enhance productivity, performance, and quality. This type of intervention, (e.g., think of 
the Scotrs Project) occurs within a firm, and the objective becomes something that is 
readily discussed, defined, and subjected to action. 

The sector level intervention is characterized by the formation of new· working 
relationships among private sector competitors, among public sector agencies, and between 
the former and the latter. This type of intervention is more unique, but is called for in 
any instance where the public sector has specific kinds of expertise or resources that can 
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be utilized in addressing a private sector issue. All indicc:tions are that JAMPRO has a 
distinct resp<msibility within Jamaica to support and foster the citrus industry. 

RECOMMENDATION 
We are specifically recommending that JAMPRO and CGA commit resources and staff 
time to participate in a strategic plar.ning process. Such a process will help all 
participating organizations clarify their intentions and identify the resources which would 
be needed to achieve increased exports from the Jamaican citrus industry. At the 
co_nclusion of such a process all participating organizations will kllow wbat would be 
required to achieve the long range g..>al of increased exports. 

This interventio~ designed and built around the time&ame established by the Tripartite 
Mee~, will engage both the private sector and the rublic sector in a series of meetings 
to define the effort to increase/aevelop expo~ citrus products/markets. While it is 
doubtful that such a planning process could be c.ompleted in said timeframe, the effort 
will establish a clear process and vehicle for completing the task. In addition, if 
responsibility is delegated, several individuals from both the private and public sector will 
obtain hands on experience in leading and facilitating both formal and informal groups 
(which has become one of the key management skillS in modem organizations). 

A strategic planning effort that spans the public and private sector will require each sector 
to be represented by both senior managers and staff professionals. We have made 
suggestions for who should participate, but clearly we want to encourage senior 
representatives from each sector to evaluate this issue for themselves. In any case we 
would differentiate between two types of representatives: policy and staff. 

The first type involves the participation of senior representatives from JAMPRO and CGA. 
We recommend that JAMPRO be represented by Norman Prendergast, Group Director, 
Agriculture and Agro-Industries Office. . We recommend ~t CGA be represented by Ivan 
Hope Tomlinson, Chairman, CGA. In both cases we would expect direct participation 
from these individuals in policy and planning discussions. Both Mr. Prendergast and Mr. 
Tomlinson should evaluate who from their respective organizations should also participate. 
It his hlghly recommended that Victor Nugent, Group General Manager, Jamaica Citrus 
Growers, Ltd. and Lenr.ox Picart participate in these discussions. Acfditionally we would 
expect Mr Tomlinson to identify sped.fie individuals from the CGA Board of Directors to 
participate in this process (e.g., Mr. Bent who has extensive technical expertise as a 
=~ In addition we wowd expect John Wilson to participate in representation for 

The second type of participation should involve specialists/professionals from each sector. 
We assume the following mdividuals will participate: Kathleen Goldson, JAMPRO, 
Lesiane Barnes-Royer, JAMPRO, Mr. Duvaf, JCG, and Mrs. William, JCG. In addition 
there may be other individuals from CGA/JCG who could attend, but were not on staff 
during the September visit. 

Early evidence that this intervention is succeeding will be the development (•f nPw 
working partnerships within and among all of the participating representatives. Further 
evidence will be the experience of seeing work groups form, address broad issues, and 
delegate assignments based upon the required sKill/talent, with little concern as to 
whether or not the individuaf comes rrom the private or public sector. Certainly the 
public sector can decide to support plant level interventions instead, but all indications 
suggest that most of the participants are looking for a more strategic intervention - one 
that leads to a profound refocusing of attention from domestic products to export 
producL-;. 
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Our immediate request is that the ~I feasibility of this recommendation be discussed 
between and among JAMPRO andP offioals so that Professor Hopley will have 
your views upon arrival in Jamaica. 

GENERAL TIME OUTUNE 
NOVEMBER: 1. assemble UNIDO/JAMPRO/CGA participating representatives 

2. do mission, goals, and objectives 
3. assign staff investigation phase 

DECEMBER: 1. conduct staff assignments 
2. conduct staff update meetings 
3. select strategies 

JANUARY: 1. develop/describe resources, organization, and control 
2. implementation 

This outline assumes that the participating organizations have made a commitment to the 
process. 

EXPECTATIONS FOR NOVEMBER 
The November visit should be dedicated to gaining acceptance of the idea, setting up 
teams and decision-making, processes, and conducting the first stages of planning. The 
public sector will view the private sector as their "customer" and the object will be to 
provide assistance and service which helps CGA start and complete a strategic planning 
process. Due to its unique resowces, JAMPRO needs to both assist the planning process 
and be a full participant. 

None of this is possible without a fully realized commi~ent on the part of JAMPRO and 
related agencies who compliment JAMPRO's expertise. Every effort should be made to 
complete the commitment of public sector during the November visit. 

THOUGHTS ON HOW TO PROCEED 
In order to achieve the overall goal - a sector level intervention to increase the 
involvement of CGA in the export business - three steps must be engaged. First, public 
sector representatives must determine whether or not to accept this intervention. Second, 
CGA must decide whether or not to pursue this intervention. hnplidt in these two 
decisions is the willingness of the private and public sector to work together. 

During the November constuti.ng intervention participants should press for the 
development of a general timeframe, ongoing meeting format, the individuation of 
roles/functions for participants, and the dedication of a decision making process. This 
.kind of effort in November should dearly establish the unambiguous expectation that 
responsibility and authority will be delegated. 

A principal tasks to be achieved in November will be to: 
• identify a government support team 
• identify a CGA strategic planning team 
• identify who will be responsible for coordinating the interaction of these two 
teams in the absence of the consultants 
• conduct mission and goals session 
• make assignments for December 
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nus process should be viewed as unique because, by desi~ the process will confirm to 
the pri"ate sector that the public sector has resources which will 6e r_equired to achieve 
increased exports. The government support team should reflect two levels of 
participation. Fust there should be broad representation from government, especially from 
all of the individuals who have and are willing to provide service in this endeavor. The 
second level of participation should be that of a siriall working group that is focused on 
achieving a strategic plan for CGA The latter should draw frOm ana inform the former. 

CLOSING COMMENTS 
Recent experiences have convinced this consultant that it is all too easy for the public and 
private sector to lecture each other on what it will take for any national economy to be 
competitive in world markets. The more difficult work. work which we all face, Is to 
appfy the concepts oi teamwork to concerns which inherently cut across the public and 
pnvate sector domains. A strategic planning process affords lead representatives fron 
both sectors the opportunity to demonstrate this commitment. 
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ANNEX V 

ATTENDANCE LIST FOR SMC SESSION 

~ CGA Ltd., Executive ~ JCG Ltd., President. CDC 
Ltd. 

General Manager, coc Ltd. 

Board Member, CGA Ltd. 

Board Member, CGA Ltd. 

Processed Food Specialist, JAMPRO 

SMG OWr, Board Member, CGA Ltd. 

Hopley and Associates; University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Mass. 

Donahue Institute, University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Mass. 

Marketing Manager, JCG/CDC/CPC 
International Project Co-ordinator, UNIDO/JAMPRO 

Group Director, Agriculture le Agrcrlndustries Office, JAMPRO 

Director, Agrcrlndustries Div., JAMPRO 

Vice Chairman. CGA Ltd. 

Group General Manager, JCG/Q>C/CDC 

UNIDO Country Director, C-an"bbean Basir. 

Junior Professional Officer, UNIOO 




